
Agritherm Systems
monitoring of stored cereals



AgrithermT5
temperature display for small systems

TM | digital thermometric probe
Multi-point temperature probe with AISI304 
sheath. Up to 50 digital sensors.
IP67 housing; IP68 rope.
ATEX certifi cation

AGRITHERMT5B | IP65 display
4.3 ”color touch screen display.
Alarm management via relay module or
visual indication. Direct connection to pro-
bes mod. TM, no Mux needed.
Foot silo installation in enclosure with relay 
module and probe power supply.
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AGRITHERMT5A | display
4.3 ”color touch screen display.
Alarm management via relay module or
visual indication. Connection to TT probes 
via MUX. Front panel installation with exter-
nal relay module.

MUX | concentrator for probes mod. TT
Specifi c for the connection of up to 8 TT pro-
bes. IP66 aluminum housing.
LCD display. RS485 serial communication.
ATEX II 2 (1) D IP66 T125 ° C certifi cation.

TT | digital thermometric probe
Multi-point temperature probe with AISI304 
sheath. Up to 12 digital sensors.
IP66 housing; IP68 rope.
ATEX certifi cation

SGM-Lektra, over 40 years in the sector of industrial and process instrumentation
Established in 1977, SGM LEKTRA produces instruments for measurement and control in industrial processes, in the integrated 
water cycle, and in the monitoring of temperatures for the agrifood and milling sectors.

Each instrument is designed in accordance with the normative reference principles and produced in a quality control regime. 
The internal R&D laboratory, already listed among the laboratories recognised by the MIUR, works constantly, so that we can 
apply the most innovative technologies to our products. Our technicians, supported by adequate resources and collaborations 
with the specialised University Departments, are committed to adapting the products to the increased needs of integration 
and communication with the fi eld and with the operators in the framework of industry 4.0.
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Monitoring of stored cereals
The silos or warehouse used for the storage of cereals, fl our or rice must maintain a temperature inside them fresh and a 
low degree of humidity in order to maintain the characteristics of the product unaltered, prevent the attack of parasites, the 
development of mold and preventing fi res due to fermentation. The visualization and the product monitoring is therefore of 
fundamental importance.

SGM-Lektra’s Agritherm series monitoring systems, a national leader in the sector for over 40 years, allow you to measure and 
control the level, temperature and humidity of stored cereals, ensuring proper storage and a high level of quality.

AgrithermT60
monitoring of temperature, level and humidity

AGRITHERMT60 | monitoring unit
7 “or 9.7” color touch screen display.
Alarm management via display, email and 
relay. Temperature measurement / trend, 
level and humidity measurement inside the 
silo. MODBUS RTU output. Remote control 
on smartphone, tablet or PC. Industry 4.0 
Ready.

TU | moisture and temperature probe
Probe for measuring relative humidity and 
air temperature between the cereal and the 
silo roof.
Probe stem and humidity sensor fi lter in 
AISI. IP66 aluminum case.
ATEX certifi cation

RPL58 | radar level probe
Continuous measurement of the level by 
means of radar microwaves. Measurement 
range up to 70 meters. LCD display for 
calibration.
ATEX certifi cation

MUX | concentrator for probes mod. TT
Specifi c for the connection of up to 8 TT pro-
bes. IP66 aluminum housing.
LCD display. RS485 serial communication.
ATEX II 2 (1) D IP66 T125 ° C certifi cation.

TT | digital thermometric probe
Multi-point temperature probe with AISI304 
sheath. Up to 12 digital sensors.
IP66 housing; IP68 rope.
ATEX certifi cation
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